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In the aftermath of 
the financial crisis, 
global financial 
regulators have taken 
measures to ensure 
that banks are able 
to absorb their losses 
without stopping the 
provision of critical 
economic functions 
and without the need 
for financial support 
from the public sector. 
The regulation on 
Total Loss-Absorbing 
Capacity, TLAC, aims 
to ensure that the 
global systemically 
important banks have 
sufficient capital and 
debt instruments 
available that can be 
“bailed-in” (written 
down or converted into 
equity to absorb losses 
and recapitalize). 
That is, the losses 
are absorbed by the 
bank´s shareholders 
and creditors, instead 
of taxpayers. If the 
TLAC standard became 
binding today and were 
applied to all major 
Swedish banks, the 
Riksbank´s calculations 
show that the banks 
may need to raise 
their loss-absorbing 
capacity from current 
levels to comply 
with the twofold 
requirement. However, 
even with conservative 
assumptions on 
which of the banks 
instruments are TLAC 
eligible, it seems 
feasible for the 
banks to take action 
to comply with the 
requirement before it 
becomes binding in 
2019.
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in the aftermath of the financial crisis, measures have been taken to avoid public 
money being used to save large troubled banks in the future, i.e. to end the too-
big-to-fail problem. in contrast to the public “bail-outs” of banks, the new regime 
foresees a “bail-in” of failing banks. that is, the losses are absorbed by the bank´s 
shareholders and creditors, instead of taxpayers. the regulation on total Loss-
absorbing capacity, tLac, aims to ensure that the global systemically important 
banks have sufficient capital and debt instruments available that can be “bailed-in” 
(written down or converted into equity to absorb losses and recapitalize). in short, this 
is done by determining what instruments are considered loss-absorbing and stipulating 
that global systemically important banks have to hold a minimum portion of these 
instruments.

in this commentary, we explain what the total Loss-absorbing capacity, tLac, entails 
and its proposed use in a bank resolution. this is followed by a discussion on the 
effects in sweden.

resolution and bail-in
in the financial crisis, the so-called too-big-to-fail problem became apparent. When 
the really global large banks had problems, they were considered too systemically 
important for the authorities to let them default. the complexity of the large cross-
border banks and the interconnectedness between them led to uncertainty on the 
implications and possible contagion effects should one bank fail. normal insolvency 
proceedings did not take these issues into account and were therefore considered 
inadequate for large banks. to maintain the provision of critical financial services to 
society, several jurisdictions “bailed-out” the banks, i.e. capitalized banks with public 
money or provided state guarantees. 

as part of the regulatory response to the crisis, measures have been taken to deal 
with failing banks more effectively. one of the most important features in the 
resolution procedure of failing banks is a “bail-in” in contrast to the public “bail-out”. 
in short, bail-in means that losses at a failing bank are absorbed by wiping out the 
bank’s equity and writing down a sufficient share of debt instruments. subsequently, 
the resolution authority can recapitalize the bank by converting the bank’s debt 
instruments into new equity, to the extent necessary for the bank to fulfil the 
regulatory capital requirements and gain market confidence.2

to better understand the process of bail-in, it is worth recalling what a normal 
insolvency proceeding looks like. in this case, the assets of the firm are sold and the 
proceeds distributed to the stakeholders of the firm. if the losses are large, not all 
creditors, if any, will receive back the full amount of their claims. therefore, it matters 
in which order the individual creditors will get paid. those who are reimbursed earlier 

1. the authors would particularly like to thank albina soultanaeva, Jonas niemeyer, anders rydén, eva Forssell, olof sandstedt 
and marcus Petersson for their comments.
2. For more information, see the bail-in tool from a swedish perspective by elin eliasson et al., sveriges riksbank economic 
review 2014:2.
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are said to have a higher priority ranking in the hierarchy than those that get paid 
later. simplified, creditors fall into two broad buckets: “senior” and “Junior” creditors. 
senior creditors have higher priority ranking than junior creditors and therefore get 
paid before junior creditors. Furthermore, creditors with claims that are secured (e.g. 
covered bonds) will not be exposed to losses in bail-in if the collateral amounts to or 
exceeds the value of the liability. the more exact order usually follows from national 
insolvency laws. However, one universal rule is that shareholders are paid out only 
after the claims of all other creditors are settled. 

similar to bankruptcy, the order in the hierarchy is also important in a bank bail-in. in 
this case, the ranking determines the order with which creditors have to absorb losses. 
the priority ranking of any stakeholder is in principle the same. a simplified illustration 
can be found in Figure 1. Losses are first absorbed by shareholders, then by junior 
creditors and last by senior creditors3. in this context, junior claims are referred to as 
“subordinated” to senior.

Figure 1. Stylized balance sheet with classes of liabilities in resolution.

Total assets
Senior liabilities – secured 

Senior liabilities – unsecured

Junior liabilities (subordinated)

Equity

there are rules and conditions that specify which debt instruments a resolution 
authority can bail-in and which it cannot. in general, the resolution authority will 
follow the normal hierarchy and start by ensuring that equity covers the losses and 
then, if wiping out the equity is not sufficient, writing down junior (subordinated) 
claims. However, there are a number of claims that for various reasons (operational 
or political) are deemed inappropriate to bail-in, e.g. derivatives and deposits, and 
these might be explicitly or implicitly excluded from bail-in. more specific rules are 
determined by the individual resolution regimes in each jurisdiction. 

in order for the bail-in tool to be effective, the bank must, when entering into 
resolution, have sufficient amounts of capital and debt instruments that the resolution 
authority can credibly bail-in. in other words, if a bank in resolution does not have 
enough capital and debt instruments that can be bailed-in4, the resolution authority 
would have no choice but to support the bank with public funds. in order to avoid 
this situation, regulators have decided to require banks to have a sufficient minimum 
amount of loss-absorbing capacity on their balance sheets. 

on the european level, the bail-in concept has been introduced through the Bank 
recovery and resolution Directive (BrrD). to make sure that the banks have 
sufficient bail-in-able instruments (capital and debt instruments that can be written 
down or converted into equity) to cover losses, the directive includes a minimum 
requirement, called mreL (minimum requirement for eligible Liabilities and own 
funds). in parallel, other jurisdictions have developed frameworks based on similar 
ideas.

on the global level, considering the need for a level playing field for the global 
systemically important banks (G-siBs) whose failure could have large cross-

3. the hierarchy is broken down into more detail levels than senior and junior. claims within each level (called pari passu) have 
the same rights and losses are distributed proportionally. as an example: if the resolution authority assesses that 60% of junior 
liabilities have to be written down to cover losses, this does not mean that 60% of the junior claims are written down completely 
and the rest is not touched, but instead that all junior claims are written down by 60% and that 40% of the value of all the junior 
claims remain.
4. e.g. the balance sheet can mainly be composed of liabilities that are secured or otherwise excluded from bail-in.
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border effects, a standard has been developed by the Financial stability Board, 
FsB5, with a purpose similar to the european mreL.6 this internationally agreed 
standard is called tLac and will have to be implemented into national regulation 
in individual jurisdictions. For sweden, the first step is to conclude an agreement 
on implementation at the eU level. the agreed tLac requirement applies to the 30 
identified global systemically important banks (G-siBs), including nordea, but national 
regulators may decide to expand the scope to include domestic systemically important 
banks (D-siBs). 

the focus of this commentary is on this globally harmonized minimum standard, 
called tLac (total Loss-absorbing capacity).

capital and some debt instruments are considered loss-
absorbing
the tLac standard stipulates that a minimum portion of the banks’ balance sheet has 
to be in the form of capital and bail-in-able debt instruments, to ensure that there are 
sufficient instruments available to absorb losses and recapitalize a bank in a resolution. 
the issue is what should be considered loss-absorbing and thus allowed to be included 
in this portion. the formula below gives a first, simplified idea of how the requirement 
is designed.

   
Tlac

Bank assets
= X %

in the development of the framework, a key issue has been to strike a balance 
between promoting resilience and promoting resolvability. there are two types of 
loss-absorbing capacity. the capacity to absorb losses in “going concern”7 increases 
the banks’ resilience because it makes it less likely that a bank will fail and have to 
be resolved. in contrast, the gone-concern capacity of a bank makes it easier to deal 
with losses that exceed the going concern capacity, i.e. how to resolve a bank that has 
already failed. capital in the form of equity (cet18) can take losses both going and 
gone-concern while debt instruments can be written down only after the bank has 
entered resolution and thus has gone-concern loss-absorbing capacity.

initially, the focus was purely on resolvability and the main aim was to make sure 
that banks have the capacity to absorb losses gone concern. the argument was that, 
when reaching the point of entry into resolution, losses might have already eroded the 
capital (cet1 and additional tier 1), while the bank was going concern. in this line 
of thinking, the tLac standard would only add value to the regulatory framework 
if it ensured gone-concern loss-absorbing capacity. However, from a regulatory 
perspective, the bank would be considered safer if the additional requirement was 
filled with capital rather than debt instruments. Debt instruments would arguably help 
resolvability but decrease resilience. 

Given that both types of loss-absorbing capacity seem important, the tLac standard 
can be met by both capital and debt instruments. since it includes both going- and 
gone-concern loss-absorbing capacity, it was named total loss-absorbing capacity. 
consistent with the tradeoff between resilience and resolvability, there is an 
expectation, but no mandatory requirement, that at least 33 per cent of the tLac will 
be satisfied by debt instruments.9 

5. the FsB was established in april 2009, with a mandate by the Heads of state and Government of the Group of twenty to 
promote financial stability. the Financial stability Board (FsB) is an international body that monitors and makes recommendations 
about the global financial system. http://www.fsb.org/.
6. G20 summit in november 2015 http://www.fsb.org/2015/11/total-loss-absorbing-capacity-tlac-principles-and-term-sheet/
7. Banks can absorb losses through their equity by diminishing the value of shareholder capital. Unless the minimum capital 
requirements for a bank are breached, this can happen while the bank’s business is still ongoing. therefore these instruments are 
called going-concern loss-absorbing capacity. Banks can also absorb their losses indirectly, by writing down or converting a debt 
instrument into equity. this usually requires that the bank is put into resolution, which means that the banks’ ability to run its 
normal business is gone. For this reason, such debt instruments are called gone-concern loss absorbency. 
8. common equity tier 1 (cet1) is the most loss-absorbing form of capital and is mainly composed of common shares and 
retained earnings.
9. Us proposes to implement this debt requirement on their G-siBs.
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not all debt instruments can be counted as tLac 
it has to be certain that the instruments included in tLac can bear losses when 
needed, i.e. when entering resolution. Because it is highly uncertain that some 
liabilities could be bailed-in, for political or operational reasons, they have been 
explicitly excluded from tLac eligible liabilities. most importantly, insured deposits 
and derivatives are excluded; the left hand panel of Figure 2 shows further details.

it also has to be credible that the loss-absorbing capacity for the bank to manage 
losses is available when entering resolution, does not disappear at the first sign of 
problems, and can be bailed in smoothly and without litigation risk. Hence, there 
are certain criteria that instruments have to fulfill to be tLac eligible, and these are 
outlined in the right-hand panel of Figure 2.

Figure 2. TLAC eligibility, excluded liabilities and criteria 

 

List of liabilities excluded from TLAC e.g
Instruments must fulfill certain criteria  
to be TLAC eligible e.g.

• Insured deposits

• Derivatives (incl. structured notes)

• Liabilities not arising from contract e.g. 
tax liabilities

• Liabilities which are preferred to senior 
unsecured (i.e. secured)

• Liabilities excluded from bail-in or that 
cannot be bailed-in without risk of legal 
challenge

• Be unsecured

• Have a remaining maturity of at least 
one year

• Generally must absorb losses prior to 
excluded liabilities i.e. they must be 
subordinated

the most important criteria are that they must be unsecured and have a residual 
maturity of at least one year. they also have to be subordinated (junior) to all 
excluded liabilities (like derivatives or deposits) so as not to give rise to legal 
uncertainty.10 as mentioned before, subordination refers to the position in the 
hierarchy among creditors which determines the sequence by which, in case of 
bankruptcy, creditors get paid. in this context, a key issue is the subordination of 
senior unsecured debt, that otherwise would rank equal to some excluded liabilities, 
such as derivatives. 

the subordination can be statutory, contractual or structural. 

• in statutory subordination, the rank of a creditor is based on provisions in law. 
this means that the national law specifies the hierarchy among certain creditors, 
thereby clarifying who has to absorb losses in resolution. 

• in contractual subordination, the rank of a creditor is determined through the debt 
instrument contract. the contract could for example specify that, in the event of 
bankruptcy, the creditor agrees to postpone any claims until more senior creditors 
are paid. 

• Structural subordination refers to where in the organizational structure of the 
banking group the debt is issued. in this context, it means that a debt security 
issued from the holding company is always structurally subordinated to a debt 
security issued from an operating company under this holding company. this 
follows from the fact that a creditor to the holding company only gets access to 
the operating company’s assets after all creditors to the operating company have 
been paid. 

10. claims in each level of the insolvency hierarchy should take losses proportionally. if one type of claims is excluded, the other 
claims will have to bear a larger share of the losses and there is a material risk of legal claims against the authorities.
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most of the G-siBs in the Us, the UK and switzerland have holding company 
structures and hence debt instruments issued from those will be structurally 
subordinated and therefore tLac eligible if meeting all other criteria. on the contrary, 
Germany and italy have decided to accomplish subordination the statutory way. While 
the legal approach is different for the two countries, they have in common that they 
have adjusted their law so that it clarifies in which order the creditors will have to 
absorb losses in a resolution. Hence, the banks in these countries do not have to take 
any actions concerning the subordination requirement. subject to meeting all other 
eligible criteria, their senior unsecured debt becomes tLac eligible because of the 
change in law. 

regarding the contractual alternative, the banks could either wait until their senior 
debt matures and then replace it with senior debt whose documentation includes 
terms that subordinate it in the hierarchy to the excluded senior debt or issue the 
tLac eligible instruments in advance of that.11

in some cases (e.g. the eU), the resolution authority has the legal power under 
exceptional circumstances to differentiate among creditors of the same class, i.e. 
instead of distributing losses proportionally within the same level in the hierarchy, 
the authority can decide on other distributions. Under these circumstances, tLac 
regulation allows for full or partial exemption from the subordination requirement. 
Hence, european banks are allowed to use senior unsecured debt up to an amount 
corresponding to 2.5 per cent of risk-weighted assets to satisfy the tLac requirement, 
even though they are not subordinated. in 2022, when the exemption is fully phased-
in, this amount will be raised to 3.5 per cent of risk-weighted assets.12 

special rules for the capital counted as tLac to ensure sufficient 
loss absorbency and consistency with capital regulations 
the tLac standard is an additional requirement to the minimum regulatory capital 
requirements. capital instruments that are used to satisfy the regulatory capital 
requirement can also be used to satisfy the tLac requirement. in addition, capital in 
excess of the regulatory requirement can be included in tLac.

this is illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Capital requirements, TLAC and capital buffers

cet1
reqUirement

tier1
reqUirement

totaL caPitaL
reqUirement

tLac
reqUirement

4.5
6.0

8.0
Buffers

Buffers

Buffers

Buffers

according to the regulatory capital regulation, total capital must be 8 per cent, 
whereof at least 6 per cent has to be tier 1, and tier 1 has to be 6 per cent, whereof 
at least 4.5 per cent must be cet1. in the same line of thinking, tLac has to consist 
of at least 8 per cent total capital. Hence, the levels of the requirements are increasing 

11. However, the way the contracts of currently outstanding subordinated debt instruments are formulated might complicate the 
process of reissuing new types of subordinated debt instruments.
12. the use of these exemptions will be subject to discussion in the individual crises management Groups, cmGs, and in the FsB 
resolution assessment Program, raP.
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from left to right, but the additional capital can be met with an increasing range of 
instruments.13

added to the minimum risk-weighted requirement is – as in the capital regulations – 
the Basel iii capital buffers (i.e. the capital conservation, counter-cyclical buffer and 
G-siB surcharge). in Figure 3, the buffers are drawn on the top to illustrate that, when 
losses occur, the buffer requirements will be breached first. the idea is that banks 
should be able to use the capital buffers to absorb losses in a period of stress without 
immediately breaching the minimum capital and tLac requirements.

a breach of these tLac requirements should, according to the tLac standard, be 
treated as seriously by the authorities as a breach or a likely breach of the minimum 
capital requirements. 

Design and level of tLac
one lesson from the financial crisis was that there was too little capital in the banks 
and no effective way of dealing with a failing bank. in addition, national banking 
supervisors had sometimes not addressed the riskiness of banks appropriately. 
accordingly, the tLac standard includes a common minimum requirement which is 
the same for all G-siBs. national supervisors may set the requirement higher but not 
lower. 

the amount of tLac a bank must hold is set both as a portion of the risk-weighted 
assets as well as in relation to total (non-risk-weighted) exposures.

thus, starting from January 2022, G-SIBs must have TLAC corresponding to at least: 

• 18 per cent of risk-weighted assets, rWa and

• 6.75 per cent of total assets (as measured by the leverage ratio, LD14). 

there is a phase-in stage from January 2019 with tLac requirements corresponding 
to 16 per cent of rWa and 6 per cent of total assets (LD).

the G-siBs have to fulfill both these requirements, making the highest one binding.

13. the FsB impact assessments found that long-run annual output costs for G-siBs of meeting the requirements can be 
estimated at 2 to 2.8 basis points of GDP. However, even with the most conservative assumptions, the benefits of tLac 
arising from the reduced likelihood and cost of crises exceed these costs. http://www.fsb.org/2015/11/tlac-economic-impact-
assessment-report/.
14. LD = Leverage ratio denominator.
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Box 1. TLAC is closely related to a similar European regulation (MREL)

the european framework for crisis management, the Bank recovery and resolution 
Directive (BrrD), includes a minimum requirement for own funds and eligible liabilities 
(mreL). Just like for tLac, the objective is to ensure that a sufficient amount of 
“bail-in-able” instruments is still available in the banks when entering into resolution, 
thereby avoiding the need to use taxpayers’ money. notwithstanding their similar 
purposes, there are some differences between the mreL and tLac. it must be 
noted, however, that the exact form of mreL will be determined by the national 
implementations of the BrrD, therefore some of the differences we will now discuss 
could disappear in some countries.

• Scope: only G-siBs have to fulfill the tLac requirement, while all banks in the eU 
are within the scope of mreL. 

• Minimum standard: While tLac will be a binding international minimum 
requirement that authorities can add firm-specific requirements to, mreL is set on 
a case-by-case basis by the national resolution authority but based on common 
criteria in consultation with the competent supervisory authority.

• Level: tLac requirement refers to a consolidated level. But mreL is set on a 
group-consolidated basis, in the case of a large banking group, as well as on the 
level of individual subsidiaries. 

• Treatment of subordination: Both requirements are conceptually calculated as the 
amount of equity and eligible liabilities. For a liability to be eligible, it has to have 
many of the same characteristics. the main difference is that the mreL does not 
include the subordination criteria as an explicit requirement, even if the resolution 
authorities have the possibility to require it. Generally, this implies that there is a 
potentially larger part of the banks’ balance sheets that meets the mreL criteria 
than the tLac criteria.

• Denominator: tLac is expressed in terms of both risk-weighted assets and the 
leverage ratio denominator. in contrast, mreL is only expressed as a percentage of 
total liabilities and own funds, which is roughly equal to total assets.

• Treatment of buffers: as mentioned, the buffers are excluded from the tLac 
rWa requirements, but are included in mreL. 

• Implementation: tLac will be implemented in two phases starting in 2019. the 
mreL was supposed to be implemented on January 1, 2016 with a possibility of a 
transitional period.

table 1 provides a brief summary of similarities and distinctions between tLac and 
mreL:

Table 1. Differences between TLAC and MREL

tLac mreL

scope G-siBs all banks15

common minimum Yes no
subordination requirement Yes optional 
requirement for sub-group level no16 Yes
Firm-specific Yes – add on Yes
Penalty for breach Yes, like Basel iii non regulated 
requirement set with respect to rWa and LD total liabilities and own funds
Debt expectation Yes, at least 33%17 optional

there are additional rules to avoid uncoordinated cross-border 
actions and contagion
another lesson from the financial crisis was that in many cases there was enough 
capital in the large banking groups, but in the wrong places. it was not possible in the 

15. mortgage institutions without deposits are exempted. 
16. Depends on the authorities’ point of entry – the resolution entity, see next section. 
17. there is an expectation that at least 33 per cent of the tLac minimum requirement should be met with debt instruments to 
ensure gone concern loss-absorbing capacity. tLac term sheet section 6.
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short term to reach and move capital cross-border to those parts of the bank-groups 
where the losses occurred and where the capital was needed. instead, host authorities 
in different countries took actions with respect to their part of the cross-border bank-
groups, in order to protect their respective taxpayers, with unnecessary defaults and 
value destruction as a result. 

in order to avoid this kind of value destruction the next time around, it is important to 
have a cross-border coordinated resolution strategy either for the group as a whole or 
for its parts. the entity that is the authorities’ point-of-entry for resolution actions, like 
bail-in (normally an operating parent company or a holding company), is called the 
resolution entity and should issue all the tLac debt instruments needed to cover the 
tLac needs for the entire group.18 the reason is to avoid debt issued by a subsidiary 
being converted to equity in the middle of the crisis, bringing in new owners and 
complicating a coordinated group resolution.

the next step, for these cross-border banks with large networks of subsidiaries, is 
to make host authorities confident that the loss-absorbing capacity is distributed 
effectively within the group and available in their jurisdiction in a crisis. this is done by 
requiring the resolution entity to pre-position so-called internal tLac to all material 
sub-groups. the internal tLac should correspond to 75-90 per cent of what the 
subsidiary would need on a stand-alone-basis, leaving the rest at resolution entity 
level to provide flexibility should funds be needed elsewhere in the group.19

in order to avoid contagion, G-siBs and other large international banks´ holdings of 
each other´s tLac instruments should also be restricted. authorities may be reluctant 
to write down the debt instruments of one bank, if it resulted in other banks taking 
the losses. cross-holdings are intended to be de-incentivized by demanding the large 
banks to subtract holdings of tLac-instruments issued by other G-siBs from their own 
capital and thereby affecting their capital ratios.20

in addition, G-siBs have to disclose their amount, maturity and composition of issued 
external and internal tLac for each resolution entity. 

tLac implementation details still to be finalized in a swedish 
context
it is as yet unclear which swedish banks will be within the scope of the tLac 
framework. the FsB foresees that the tLac requirement will apply to the banks 
identified as G-siBs. Hence, the requirement would only apply to nordea, as it is the 
only swedish G-siB. However, it is currently unclear whether or not the standard will 
be extended to more banks in the eU context. even if it is not extended in the eU 
context, there is still the possibility to do so in sweden. 

according to the BrrD, the national resolution authority (which in sweden is the 
national Debt office, riksgälden), has to set mreL (described above) for each bank. 
Depending on whether the eU decides to implement the tLac standard through 
BrrD or through other regulation, the national Debt office might also play a role in 
the implementation of tLac requirements in sweden. 

Four largest swedish banks most likely not seriously challenged 
by tLac
in the following, we illustrate how the four largest swedish banks would be able to 
comply with the tLac requirement if enforced today. For this purpose, we consider 
data that the banks have published in their reports for the third quarter of 2015. We 
compare the amounts of tLac eligible instruments that the banks currently have 

18. resolution authorities can also agree on a multiple-point-of-entry (mPe) strategy for a banking group and therefore there 
might be more than one resolution entity (e.g. one in each key region).
19. in short, it is contemplated that the subsidiary issues internally tLac directed to the parent company. it ends up in the 
parent's balance sheet as an asset (loans to subsidiary) and in the subsidiary in liabilities (debt to the parent). if the subsidiary 
makes large losses, internal tLac instruments are triggered that allow the parent to either convert their bonds to new shares in 
the subsidiary, or simply write off the debt. the debt write-down in the subsidiary can be used to cover the losses.
20. Basel committee consultation on treatment of Holdings.
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issued with the amount that will be required in January 2019, i.e. at least 16 per cent 
of their risk-weighted assets (tLac rWa ratio) or 6 per cent of the leverage ratio 
denominator (tLac LD ratio)21.

Given that the tLac standard entails a requirement with respect to risk-weighted 
assets as well as with respect to the leverage ratio denominator, it is worthwhile 
considering the capital and leverage ratios of the four largest swedish banks.

in Figures 4 and 5, the risk-weighted capital and leverage ratios of the four banks are 
displayed, alongside their european peers.
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Figure 4. Capital ratios of Swedish banks in comparison to European peers

Source: SNL Financial
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Figure 5. Leverage ratios of Swedish banks in comparison to European peers

*The measure has been defined by SNL Financial as an estimate of banks’ leverage ratio 
and refers to Tier 1 capital in relation to total assets, excluding derivatives.
Source: SNL Financial
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the banks are ordered from highest to lowest ratio, from left to right. one 
observation is that the swedish banks have high capital ratios in risk-weighted terms 
compared to their peers but relatively low leverage ratios. one of the explanations 
for this is that their balance sheets include a large portion of assets that have low risk 
weights, e.g. mortgages. this suggests that the tLac requirement with respect to 
the leverage ratio denominator might be relatively more challenging to meet for the 
swedish banks than the requirement with respect to risk-weighted assets.

21. as from 2022, the requirements will rise to 18 per cent of rWa and 6.75 per cent of LD.
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to further introduce the analysis, the graph in Figure 6 shows the aggregate liabilities 
of the four banks.
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Equity, 5% Subordinated, 1% Senior unsecured, 16% 

Deposits (insured and uninsured), 33% Interbank, 8% 

Other (incl. derivatives), 20% Senior secured, 17% 

Note. All data is from end-September 2015. 
Sources: Banks' reports and authors' own calculations

Figure 6. Aggregate of major four Swedish banks
SEK billions

the largest type of liabilities is deposits, which are excluded from tLac. another 
important source of funding, which is also excluded, is senior secured bonds, mainly 
covered bonds. senior unsecured liabilities make up 16 per cent of total liabilities. 

calculating the amount of tLac eligible instruments requires assumptions as to which 
instruments are tLac eligible and which are not. in order to keep this preliminary 
analysis simple, we consider as tLac eligible only those instruments for which it is 
obvious that they fulfil all the criteria for eligibility set out in the tLac term sheet22. 
therefore, we might underestimate the true amount of tLac eligible instruments 
issued by the banks. 

We count the following amounts as tLac eligible: regulatory capital instruments 
(common equity tier 1, additional tier 1 and tier 2) and the amount of senior 
unsecured liabilities that equals 2.5 per cent of risk-weighted assets, as the swedish 
resolution authority possesses sufficient resolution powers to justify the exemption 
that was explained in more detail earlier. 

For the tLac rWa ratio, after adding up these amounts, we subtract the capital used 
to satisfy the Basel iii capital buffer requirements (capital conservation buffer, the 
counter-cyclical capital buffer and the G-siB surcharge). 

as a percentage of risk-weighted assets, the four large banks’ loss-absorbing capacity 
already exceeds the minimum requirement of 16 per cent. the Figure 7 shows the 
results for the individual banks. 

22. http://www.fsb.org/2015/11/total-loss-absorbing-capacity-tlac-principles-and-term-sheet/.
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Figure 7. Equity and eligible liabilities (TLAC)* in relation to risk-weighted assets**

Note. All data is from end-September 2015. 
*The calculations include CET 1, Additional Tier 1 and the Tier 2 that is included in the capital 
base. Furthermore, unsecured debt corresponding to 2.5 per cent of RWA is included. Other 
subordinated liabilities are not included, which implies a potential underestimation of the total 
loss-absorbing capacity. 
**The capital held to meet the requirement for the Basel capital buffers has been excluded 
from the ratio to risk-weighted assets.
Sources: Banks reports and authors' own calculations

regarding the tLac LD ratio, banks do not yet comply with the minimum 
requirement of 6 per cent. the individual ratios are displayed in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Equity and eligible liabilities (TLAC)* in relation to total exposures

Note. All data is from end-September 2015. 
*The calculations include CET 1, Additional Tier 1 and the Tier 2 that is included in the capital 
base. Furthermore, unsecured debt corresponding to 2.5 per cent of RWA is included. Other 
subordinated liabilities are not included, which implies a potential underestimation of the total 
loss-absorbing capacity.
Sources: Banks reports and authors' own calculations

shortfalls are manageable and banks have time to adapt
Given that the banks do not reach the minimum amount according to the tLac LD 
requirement, the first row in table 2 shows how much tLac each bank has to raise, in 
order to reach the minimum amount. the absolute shortfall ranges from approx. 3.9 
billion seK to 36 billion seK. 

to further put these numbers into context, it is important to recall that we have 
included only those liabilities, which definitely meet all the eligibility criteria. in 
addition, the banks still have three years to work towards fulfilling the requirement. 
With this in mind, the shortfall identified above does not seem a major challenge for 
the banks.
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Table 2. Absolute shortfalls and in relation to outstanding senior unsecured liabilities.

 sWeDBanK norDea seB HanDeLsBanKen

shortfall, seKm 10 974 3 877 10 160 36 253
shortfall, relative to senior unsecured** 6.9% 0.9% 6.0% 11.8%

note. all data is from end-september 2015. the calculations include cet 1, additional tier 1 and the tier 2 that is included in 
the capital base. Furthermore, unsecured debt corresponding to 2.5 per cent of rWa is included. other subordinated liabilities 
are not included, which implies a potential underestimation of the total loss-absorbing capacity. 
**senior unsecured excluding commercial papers and certificates of deposits. the set of included debt instruments might differ 
between banks and a direct comparison of the relative shortfalls is therefore not straightforward. 
sources: Banks reports and authors’ own calculations

all the banks have currently issued large amounts of senior debt, which do not fulfil 
the subordination criterion. thus, one way of adjusting their balance sheet would 
be to subordinate part of these senior unsecured liabilities, e.g. by contractual 
subordination. in this case, the banks’ capacity to adjust to the regulation would 
depend on how much of the senior liabilities mature within the next three years23. 
table 2 sets the shortfalls identified for swedbank, nordea, seB and Handelsbanken 
in relation to their currently outstanding senior unsecured securities. they range 
between approx. 1 per cent and 12 per cent of outstanding senior unsecured 
securities. the riksbank’s calculations further indicate that, for each of the four 
banks, a sufficiently large fraction of these senior unsecured liabilities matures before 
January 2019. However, the contractual subordination is only one way to meet the 
subordination requirement as we have discussed above. instead of issuing eligible 
debt, the banks could, of course, also raise their regulatory capital levels in order to 
comply with tLac.

in summary, if the twofold tLac requirements became binding today and were 
applied to all major swedish banks, the riksbank´s calculations show that the banks 
would need to raise their loss-absorbing capacity from current levels to comply with 
the 6-per cent LD requirement. in these basic calculations, the shortfalls relative 
to the globally agreed minimum levels are relatively small. the shortfalls seem 
even less concerning when considering that these calculations are based on strict 
eligibility assumptions. moreover, the banks have three more years to take actions 
and restructure their balance sheet so that they comply before the first level of 
requirements becomes binding in January 2019. 

conclusion
the tLac standard aims to ensure that banks are able to absorb their losses 
without stopping the provision of critical economic functions and without the need 
for financial support from the public sector. it requires banks to fund themselves 
through instruments that can be exposed to losses in the least harmful way possible. 
recognizing the tradeoff between resilience and resolvability, tLac includes both 
going- and gone-concern loss-absorbing capacity. this means that banks can satisfy 
the requirement with both capital as well as debt instruments. to ensure that the 
debt instruments are available to absorb losses when needed, they must fulfil certain 
criteria; e.g. be unsecured, long-term and subordinated to excluded liabilities.

in designing the framework, many lessons from the recent financial crisis have been 
taken into account. the tLac features elements that will prevent supervisors from 
exercising forbearance towards national banks and avoid cross-border disputes. 

there are now ongoing discussions in europe on how the tLac framework is to 
be implemented and its relationship with the similar mreL requirement. one of 
the issues that is still unclear is which swedish banks will be affected. the original 
scope (G-siBs only) may be extended to include D-siBs in european implementation. 
in this case, all of the four major swedish banks would have to comply with the 
requirement. if the tLac requirement became binding today and were applied to 
all major swedish banks, the riksbank´s calculations show that the banks may need 
to raise their loss-absorbing capacity from current levels to comply with the twofold 

23. the banks could also contact the holders of outstanding senior debt and ask for premature redemption. this however would 
likely be too costly for the swedish banks.
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requirement. However, it seems feasible for the banks to take action to comply with 
the requirement until it becomes binding. a key issue will be to fulfil the subordination 
criteria.

in addition to the scope of the requirement in sweden, the tLac standard leaves 
room for several other policy issues which will become relevant in the phase of 
national implementation that is just beginning. importantly, there is scope to impose 
a national requirement that is higher than the global common minimum. moreover, it 
needs to be decided how the national capital buffers should be treated, how resources 
should be divided within the banking groups and whether to require that a certain 
proportion of the tLac requirement is fulfilled with debt instruments.


